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Abnormal Thickening as well as Thinning of the
Photoreceptor Layer in Intermediate Age-Related
Macular Degeneration
Sam Sadigh,1 Artur V. Cideciyan,1 Alexander Sumaroka,1 Wei Chieh Huang,1 Xunda Luo,1
Malgorzata Swider,1 Janet D. Steinberg,1 Dwight Stambolian,2 and Samuel G. Jacobson1
PURPOSE. To investigate the relationship between photoreceptor layers overlying and adjacent to large drusen in intermediate nonneovascular AMD.
METHODS. Patients with AMD (n ¼ 41; aged 53–83 years) and
elderly control subjects without eye disease (n ¼ 10; aged 51–
79 years) were studied with spectral-domain optical coherence
tomography. Characteristics of large drusen (‡125 lm) were
measured and the thickness of photoreceptor laminae overlying drusen and in retinal regions neighboring the drusen were
quantified.
RESULTS. There were 750 large drusen in 63 intermediate AMD
eyes studied. The width of the drusen sampled averaged 352
lm (SD ¼ 153) and the height averaged 78 lm (SD ¼ 31).
There was significant reduction of the photoreceptor outer
nuclear layer (ONL) thickness overlying 92% of the drusen.
The thickness of the layer corresponding to photoreceptor
inner and outer segments above drusen was also reduced, and
the reduction was proportional to ONL thickness. In a
substantial fraction (~20%) of normally laminated paradrusen
locations sampled within ~300 lm of peak drusen height,
ONL thickness was significantly increased compared with age
and retinal location-matched normal values. Topographical
analyses of the macula showed ONL thickening occurring in
paradrusen regions as well as retinal locations distant from
drusen.
CONCLUSIONS. Reductions in the photoreceptor laminae overlying drusen were detectable and this is consistent with
histological studies revealing neuronal degeneration in AMD.
ONL thickening in some macular areas of AMD eyes has not
been previously reported and may be an early phenotypic
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marker for photoreceptor stress, as it has been speculated to
be in hereditary retinal degenerations. (Invest Ophthalmol Vis
Sci. 2013;54:1603–1612) DOI:10.1167/iovs.12-11286

A

MD is the leading cause of central visual loss and blindness
in elderly populations of the industrialized world.1–5
Remarkable progress has occurred in recent years in the
understanding of the complex genetic and environment
interactions that impact AMD vulnerability (e.g., see Refs. 6–
8). Therapies for the less common but visually more
devastating neovascular form of AMD have made great strides,9
whereas the more common chronic macular retinal degenerative (atrophic) form of AMD remains with limited therapeutic
options.3,10
In parallel with studies leading to clinical trials of
treatment for atrophic AMD should be advances in the way
AMD is monitored by noninvasive methods. Well-known
markers for early stages of atrophic AMD are drusen,
extracellular deposits that form between Bruch’s membrane
(BrM), and the RPE. Drusen have been traditionally identified
and viewed en face, whether by color photography,
fluorescein angiography, or by clinical examination. Quantifying drusen and other abnormal fundus features by en face
viewing has been one of the mainstays of classification
schemes for AMD11 and of assessing outcomes of various
clinical trials (e.g., see Ref. 12). The microscopic details of
drusen have historically been described through postmortem
donor retinal histopathology.4,13–15 The advent of optical
coherence tomographic (OCT) cross-sectioning of the retina
has added a further modality to the armamentarium of
noninvasive assessment of the microscopic details of AMD
(e.g., see Refs. 16–18).
The present work examines the relationship between
drusen and the adjacent photoreceptor layer in intermediate
nonneovascular AMD, defined as the stage demonstrating one
or more large (‡125 lm) drusen but without foveal
geographic atrophy.3 In the atrophic form of AMD, histopathological studies have demonstrated photoreceptor loss13–15
and in the many published OCT images including drusen and
outer neural retina, it is evident that there is an associated
thinning of the photoreceptor outer nuclear layer (ONL).
Quantitation of the relationship of drusen and photoreceptors
has only occurred, however, in a limited number of
noninvasive cross-sectional imaging studies.19–21 Our analyses
show that overlying drusen, there is photoreceptor cell layer
reduction as well as disturbance of the inner and outer
segments. Unexpected was the finding of ONL thickening in
some AMD patient retinas, a result that is reminiscent of a
predegenerative state of the ONL in monogenic retinal
degenerations.22–26
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METHODS
Subjects
All patients in the study had a clinical diagnosis of AMD, and were
Caucasian from an Amish population in Pennsylvania.27 Color fundus
photos taken at screening sessions were reviewed and preliminarily
graded using the AREDS classification system.28 Patients with nonneovascular AMD and at least one large druse (‡125 lm) and no signs
of geographic atrophy at the foveal center were recruited (Figs. 1A,
1B). This is considered intermediate AMD and corresponds to AREDS
level 3.28 Included were 63 eyes of 41 patients (aged 53–83 years).
Best-corrected visual acuities ranged from 20/20 to 20/50; 56 of 63
eyes had 20/25 or better visual acuity while the remaining seven were
in the range of 20/32 to 20/50. Spherical equivalent refractive errors
ranged from 3.25 to þ4.00 diopters (D). A control group of older
Amish subjects with normal eye examinations (n ¼ 10; aged 51–79
years) were used to determine retinal structural parameters in healthy
eyes for comparison with the AMD eyes. Best-corrected visual acuities
were all 20/20. Spherical equivalent refractive errors ranged from
1.75 to þ1.50 D. For all subjects, ocular and medical histories were
obtained and a routine eye examination was performed. Institutional
review board approval and informed consent were obtained, and the
procedures adhered to the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki.

Imaging and Analyses
OCT was performed with a spectral-domain (SD) system (RTVue-100;
Optovue, Inc., Fremont, CA). Cross-sectional imaging included a
protocol with 4.5- or 9-mm line scans along the horizontal and vertical
meridia crossing the fovea, and 6 3 6 mm raster scans (101 lines with
513 longitudinal reflectivity profiles [LRPs] each) centered at the fovea
providing high density coverage of the macula. En face imaging was
performed with a confocal scanning laser ophthalmoscope (Spectralis
HRA; Heidelberg Engineering GmbH, Heidelberg, Germany). Retinal
and subretinal features were imaged with near-infrared reflectance
under high-speed mode and with frame averaging using automatic-realtime feature of the manufacturer.
In AMD patients, an OCT en face projection image17 was produced
by the manufacturer’s software (RTVue-100 version 6.1.0.4; Optovue,
Inc.) by integrating the backscatter intensity along a ~20-lm slice
parallel to BrM to produce a bright background image with darker
regions corresponding to drusen (Fig. 1C). Eyes with one or more large
(‡125 lm) drusen visible on the OCT en face image were analyzed
further. For each large druse, the retinal location of the peak drusen
height and a neighboring paradrusen location with no apparent RPE
elevation were recorded with respect to the location of the fovea. For
subfoveal drusen, only the peak location was defined without a
paradrusen location.
Segmentation of the retinal layers was performed manually (Fig.
1D). The hyposcattering ONL layer was defined between the hyperscattering outer plexiform layer (OPL) and the hyperscattering outer
limiting membrane (OLM). The OPL/ONL boundary was chosen on the
scleral transition of the most vitreal OPL peak visible near the
hyposcattering inner nuclear layer (INL). The layers encompassing the
inner and outer segments (ISþOS) of photoreceptors were defined
manually between OLM and the hyperscattering peak near the
interface of rod OS tips and apical RPE processes.29 Drusen, when
present, were defined between the RPE and BrM (Fig. 1D). For each
druse, maximum width and maximum height were measured. At the
retinal location of peak drusen height and a paired paradruse location,
ONL and ISþOS thickness were measured (Fig. 1D). In a subset of AMD
eyes (32 eyes of 24 AMD patients), ONL and ISþOS thickness were
measured at 16 fixed locations distributed along the four boundaries of
the 6 3 6 mm raster scans in order to obtain estimates of photoreceptor
parameters as distant as possible from the drusen, which tended to be
located in the parafoveal region.
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A broad hyperscattering region originating from the Henle fiber
layer (HFL) can appear scleral to the OPL. The visibility of the HFL layer
can change due to local abnormalities, such as drusen, which affect the
paths of incident and backscattered rays.30 Our choice of OPL/ONL
boundary is vitreal to the HFL reflection and thus, our definition of
ONL thickness reported herein is expected to include the anatomical
layers of both ONL and HFL.31 To evaluate a potential underestimation
of the ONL thickness above drusen with variable HFL layer visibility,
143 drusen in a subset of eyes (12 eyes of 12 AMD patients) were
evaluated with a semiautomated technique based on the detection of
the inner plexiform layer (IPL) and results compared with the manual
segmentation based on the detection of the OPL (Fig. 1E). For this
purpose, the manufacturer’s automated algorithm (Optovue, Inc.) was
used. The difference between paradrusen and peak drusen thicknesses
measured with the semiautomated method was compared to the
differences measured at the same pairs of loci with the manual method.
The relationship between the two methods was fit with a linear
regression line of near unity slope and near zero intercept (Fig. 1E).
Assuming the underlying physiological distance from OPL to INL/IPL
boundary is similar at neighboring pairs of loci, this comparison
implies a lack of bias in manually placing the vitreal ONL boundary at
drusen loci with variably visible HFL signal.
In the older normal subjects, ONL and ISþOS thicknesses were
measured on a square grid with 0.5-mm sampling in the 2 3 2 mm
region centered at fovea, and with a 1-mm sampling across the rest of
the 6 3 6 mm raster scan. The summary statistics (mean and 62 SD)
were formed on a 0.5-mm grid interpolated as necessary by bilinear
interpolation. ONL and ISþOS measures of AMD eyes were specified as
‘‘fraction’’ of the respective mean normal value corresponding to the
retinal location. In a subset of AMD eyes, more complex OCT data
analyses were performed using custom programs (MATLAB 7.5;
MathWorks, Natick, MA); the results were quantitatively compared
with OCT data from aged normals (n ¼ 10) processed with the same
methods. In these subanalyses, vertical line scans (23 eyes of 19 AMD
patients) or central macular raster scans (6 eyes of 6 AMD patients)
were segmented using intensity and local slope of LRPs with methods
previously published.32–34 ONL measurements were compared with
normal limits (mean 62 SD) and locations showing significant changes
were marked. Locations of the drusen with substantial elevations of the
RPE above BrM were outlined.

RESULTS
Reductions in Photoreceptor Layer Thickness Are
Related to Drusen Size
In our group of older normal Amish subjects’ eyes, both ONL
and ISþOS are at maximal thickness at the fovea and decrease
with increasing eccentricity across the macula (Fig. 2A). The
foveal ONL thickness was 111.3 6 10.5 lm (mean 6 SD)
consistent with published measures in normal eyes,35–41 which
tend to show thickening with normal aging.31,35,40–42 At 3-mm
eccentricity, ONL thickness was 62.3 6 4.9, 56.3 6 3.6, 57.4
6 4.6, and 58.1 6 4.5 lm along the superior, inferior,
temporal, and nasal retinal meridians, respectively. The ISþOS
thickness at the fovea was 81.4 6 3.1 lm; and at 3-mm
eccentricity, it was 54.0 6 3.2, 50.9 6 2.2, 51.0 6 1.7, and
52.1 6 3.1 lm along superior, inferior, temporal, and nasal
retinal meridians, respectively.
In the maculae of the AMD patients, the spatial distribution
of the 750 large drusen that we analyzed is displayed on an en
face image (Fig. 2B). The majority of these drusen (442/750;
59%) were concentrated in the foveal and parafoveal region
extending to 1.5-mm eccentricity. The distribution of drusen
was circularly isotropic and did not favor any specific retinal
quadrant. Average width of the drusen was 352 (6153) lm and
the average height was 78 (631) lm.
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FIGURE 1. Quantitation of the photoreceptor layer in intermediate AMD eyes at and near large drusen. (A, B) Color fundus photograph in an older
normal subject (A) and in a patient with intermediate AMD and drusen (B). Square region in (B) shows the location of the central macular 6 3 6 mm
OCT raster scan performed. (C) En face OCT projection image showing the integrated intraretinal backscatter intensity along a ~20-lm slice parallel
to BrM. Darker regions correspond to drusen that were analyzed further if they were ‡125 lm. (D) Enlarged OCT scan displaying large drusen
microstructure. Layers highlighted for visibility: ONL in blue, ISþOS in yellow, RPE in orange, and BrM as a dark gray line. Dome-like separation of
the RPE from BrM shows a large druse. Arrows depict the ONL and ISþOS measures at the peak of the druse and at a neighboring paradruse locus.
Drusen height at peak and horizontal width at the base are also marked with arrows. (E) Comparison of the manual measurement procedure with a
semiautomated procedure (in 12 eyes of 12 AMD patients; 143 pairs of drusen and paradrusen loci). This comparison was performed to understand
whether a bias is introduced into manual segmentation of the vitreal ONL boundary by variable intrusion of HFL intensity at peak drusen and
paradrusen locations. Plot shows no evidence of bias with the correlation line having a near unity slope and near zero intercept. Inset: Arrows 1 and
2 show the manual measurement of ONLþISþOS at paradruse and peak druse locations, respectively. Arrow 3 is the thickness measured from an
automated boundary (between the inner plexiform layer, IPL and inner nuclear layer, INL) to another automated boundary (BrM) at a paradrusen
locus. Arrow 4 is the thickness measured from the automated boundary (IPL/INL) to the bright RPE signal at the peak of drusen (automated
segmentation of the RPE layer was not reliable under drusen). If there is an artefactual reduction of ONL above drusen due to variable involvement
of the HFL, ONLþISþOS loss implied by the manually-determined difference 1-2 would be expected to be larger than the loss implied by the semiautomatically–determined difference 3-4.
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FIGURE 2. Photoreceptor parameters in normal and AMD eyes. (A) Spatial distribution of the mean ONL and ISþOS thickness in older normal
subjects, displayed on a pseudocolor scale across a 0.5-mm square grid centered at the fovea of a right eye. Schematic representation of the location
of the major blood vessels and optic nerve is shown. Pseudocolor scale is between the maps. (B) Spatial distribution of all large drusen analyzed (n ¼
750) from all AMD patients in right-eye equivalent representation (filled blue circles). In the background is a near-infrared reflectance image for
orientation. The 6 3 6 mm area where measurements were made (square) and the standard Early Treatment of Diabetic Retinopathy Study (ETDRS)
grid (yellow circles) are displayed. (C) ONL (upper) and ISþOS (lower) thickness fractions measured above drusen as a function of the maximum
height of drusen. Open circles represent results within normal limits, and filled black circles are those with significant reduction. (D) Relationship
between ONL and ISþOS thickness above drusen. Open circles represent results within normal limits for ONL or ISþOS measures. In (C, D), lines
through data indicate linear regression and 95% prediction intervals.

The photoreceptor laminae overlying the drusen were
abnormal. ONL thickness measured at the peak height of each
druse was compared with location-matched control values, and
689/750 loci (92%) showed significant (>2 SD) thinning. On
average, the reduction in overlying ONL thickness was 48% of
the mean normal value. The extent of ONL thickness reduction
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was strongly related to maximum drusen height (Fig. 2C, upper
panel; r2 ¼ 0.48, 46% decrease in ONL per 100-lm increase in
drusen height).
To investigate further the effects of drusen on outer retinal
architecture, we asked whether the reductions in ONL over
drusen were accompanied by changes in the photoreceptor
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FIGURE 3. Changes in ONL thickness in paradrusen regions of AMD eyes. (A–C) Upper panels depict vertical scans through the fovea in the central
6 mm of retina in three AMD patients representing different ONL thickness changes. ONL is highlighted blue and the region between the RPE and
BrM is highlighted deep red. Middle panels show the ONL thickness difference between each AMD patient and a group of normal elderly subjects (n
¼ 10; limits of normal mean shown with gray lines, 62 SD). Lower panels show drusen corresponding to the RPE elevations rising above 25 lm.
(A) AMD patient with only a single locus with ONL reduction (colored gray) and this is above a druse. Paradrusen region is devoid of abnormalities
in ONL thickness. (B, C) Two AMD patients with ONL reductions (gray) associated with drusen, and ONL increases (pink) in paradrusen areas.
Inset: location of the 6-mm vertical scan on a schematic of the fundus. (D) Histograms of the number of paradrusen loci with ONL thickness that are
within normal limits (n ¼ 527); reduced (n ¼ 67); and increased (n ¼ 144). Inset: schematic representation of the 6 3 6 mm macular region sampled.
(E) Bar graphs representing the proportion of the three categories of paradrusen ONL thickness as a function of retinal distance from the fovea.
Normal is shown as white, abnormally reduced thickness as gray, and abnormally increased thickness as pink. There is no obvious pattern of
distribution to the abnormal paradrusen ONL loci. Inset, right: shows paradrusen ONL fraction of mean normal thickness as a function of
eccentricity.

ISþOS layer. The ISþOS layer thickness overlying drusen was
also reduced and strongly related to drusen height (Fig. 2C,
lower panel; r2 ¼ 0.46, 38% decrease in ISþOS per 100-lm
increase in drusen height). The thickness fractions of ONL and
ISþOS overlying drusen were correlated (r2 ¼ 0.53) with a
linear regression slope of near unity (Fig. 2D). The great
majority of loci (685/750; 91%) showed abnormally reduced
ONL and ISþOS thickness. Among the rest of the loci, 58/750
(~8%) showed normal ONL, but reduced ISþOS; four loci had
reduced ONL and normal ISþOS, and three loci had both
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normal ONL and ISþOS thickness. These cross-sectional results
suggested that ISþOS disease may precede ONL thinning.

Paradrusen Retinal Regions Can Show
Photoreceptor ONL Layer Thickening
ONL thickness was also measured in regions neighboring
drusen to determine whether abnormally reduced photoreceptor laminae were also present in these paradrusen regions
without RPE elevation. We first performed an observational
study of outer retinal architecture with line scans along the
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vertical meridian extending 3 mm superior and 3 mm inferior
to the fovea in 23 eyes of 19 AMD patients. Of the 23 eyes, 18
had drusen greater than 50 lm in height and served to confirm
the observations from the raster scans that ONL thickness was
reduced in association with taller drusen, as illustrated by the
results in an AMD patient (Fig. 3A; gray highlights). Paradrusen
loci in seven of the 18 eyes showed ONL thickness that was
within normal limits (not shown). Eleven of the 18 eyes had
the surprising finding of increased thickening of the ONL at
paradrusen regions (Figs. 3B, 3C; pink highlights). Five of 23
eyes had no drusen that were greater than 50 lm in height.
ONL thickness above these smaller drusen (or edges of larger
drusen not captured in the scan) was within normal limits (not
shown). Paradrusen loci were also within normal limits for
ONL thickness, for the most part, with the exception of two
eyes that showed one or several regions with abnormally
thickened ONL compared with the limits (mean þ2 SD) in aged
normal eyes.
The surprising observation of thickened ONL on the vertical
profiles through the central retinas of AMD patients prompted
us to extend our analyses away from the midline to raster scans
covering the macula in two dimensions. We quantified
photoreceptor thickness at paradrusen areas (738 loci) that
were qualitatively selected to have normal-appearing laminar
architecture without RPE elevation as close as possible to
previously identified drusen in 63 AMD eyes. ONL and ISþOS
measurements at paradrusen locations mimicked the analyses
we had performed over drusen (Fig. 2). Nearly three-fourths of
paradrusen loci (527/738; 71.5%) showed ONL that was within
the normal limits. Some of these paradrusen areas, however,
showed substantial thinning of the ONL (67/738 locations; 9%)
when compared with location-matched normal limits (Fig. 3D).
Further, we found paradrusen areas that had significant
thickening of the ONL (144/738 locations; 19.5%) when
compared with location-matched normal limits (Fig. 3D). The
latter measurements confirmed and extended the observations
in the vertical profiles.
There was no spatial pattern of distribution for these
paradrusen changes in ONL. Paradrusen locations with
thickened ONL, normal ONL, as well as locations with
decreased ONL were found at all eccentricities measured
(Fig. 3E). The distance between paradrusen locations with
thickened ONL and the locus of peak height of their
neighboring drusen (311 6 135 lm) was not different than
the distance at normal (302 6 119 lm) or thinned (313 6 188
lm) paradrusen locations. There were no obvious clinical
features that distinguished eyes (n ¼ 38) with evidence of
thickened ONL loci from the entire cohort of intermediate
AMD eyes we analyzed: 18% of the eyes with thickened ONL
versus 16% of all AMD eyes had intraocular lenses; median
spherical equivalent refraction (in the subset of patients with
natural lenses) was 0.25 D in eyes with thickened ONL versus
plano in all intermediate AMD eyes (range was identical: 3.25
to þ4.00 D); and median age and range of ages was identical
(median 74 years, range 53–83 years) in eyes with thickened
ONL versus in all eyes.

Macular Topography Shows ONL Thickening
Distant to Drusen
To understand whether ONL thickening was only associated
with paradrusen regions or if it could also be observed distant
to drusen, we quantified photoreceptor parameters in a subset
of 32 AMD eyes at the boundaries of the 6 3 6 mm macular
raster scans where drusen were more rarely found (Fig. 2B).
Specifically, 16 loci (at eccentricities of 3–4.24 mm) were
sampled in each eye and compared with normal limits. Nine of
32 eyes (28%) showed one or more loci with abnormally
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thickened ONL at these pericentral locations. For a subset of
four AMD patients with pericentral ONL thickening and two
patients without such evidence, high-resolution maps of ONL
topography and thickness differences from normal controls
were generated to better understand the spatial extent of the
regions both near and distant to drusen that showed changes in
ONL thickness. Results from these six AMD patients (Fig. 4)
were as follows: A 78-year-old patient with 13 large drusen
peaks (average elevation, 85 lm) distributed in the parafoveal
region showed delimited regions of paradrusen ONL thickening (Fig. 4A). Maximum ONL thickening was 7.5 lm above
normal limits. Most of the paradrusen regions and all of the
perifoveal region distant from drusen had ONL thickness
within normal limits. A 76-year-old patient also with 13 large
drusen peaks (average elevation, 113 lm) in the parafoveal
region showed ONL thickening at the foveal region as well as
many paradrusen regions (Fig. 4B). Maximum ONL thickening
was 34 lm above normal limits. A 79-year-old patient with 23
large drusen peaks (average elevation, 79 lm) in the perifoveal
region showed ONL thickening in paradrusen regions as well
as in regions more distant to drusen (Fig. 4C). Maximum ONL
thickening was 16 lm above normal limits. An 82-year-old
patient with 19 large drusen peaks (average elevation, 70 lm)
in the para- and perifoveal regions showed some paradrusen
thickening as well as thickening distant to drusen (Fig. 4D).
Maximum ONL thickening was 12 lm above normal limits. A
74-year old patient with seven perifoveal drusen (average
elevation, 72 lm; Fig. 4E) and an 81-year-old patient with 17
para- and perifoveal drusen (average elevation, 89 lm; Fig. 4F)
showed extensive regions of ONL thickening distant from
drusen. Maximum ONL thickenings were 16 and 20 lm above
normal limits, respectively. These examples in a subset of
intermediate AMD eyes demonstrate that ONL thickening is
detectable in the immediate vicinity of large drusen as well as
distant to drusen.

DISCUSSION
Photoreceptor Layers Overlying Drusen Are
Abnormally Reduced
In vivo cross-sectional imaging of the retina with OCT allows
quantitation of photoreceptor laminae in the living eye and
has become an important tool for investigating and understanding retinal diseases. Our results of quantifying photoreceptor structure by OCT in a cohort of Caucasian AMD
patients of Amish origin confirm and extend previous findings
in other populations (e.g., see Refs. 19 and 21). There was a
linear relationship between photoreceptor laminar decrease
and drusen height. Recognizing that OS shortening is an early
feature of hereditary retinal degenerations,43 we determined
the relationships with drusen of the ISþOS and ONL laminae
separately. The ISþOS layer was reduced over drusen, as has
been previously reported.21 Of interest, a minority (~8%) of
loci showed reduced ISþOS but normal thickness of ONL,
possibly indicating a disease sequence although serial data
will be required to clarify this.21 Reductions in ISþOS were
directly proportional to reductions in ONL, a finding
consistent with results in animal models of retinal degeneration in which there have been demonstrations of proportional rod outer segment shortening and ONL loss by
histopathology.44 We acknowledge that our ONL thickness
measures included the HFL layer, the visibility of which may
be complicated by the imaging geometry and distorting
effects of protruding drusen, and lead to overestimation of
ONL reductions.30 In the current study, this potential artifact
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FIGURE 4. Spatial topography of the photoreceptor ONL thickness and drusen across maculae of AMD patients. (A–F) Differences in ONL thickness
between intermediate AMD patients and a group of age-matched normal subjects. The magnitude of the differences are categorized into three types:
locations that are within 2 SD of normal variation (white); significantly reduced in thickness (gray, <2 SD from mean normal at each locus); and
significantly increased in thickness (pink, >2 SD). Substantial RPE elevations are outlined (black irregular lines) at 50% of average height for the
analyzed large drusen in each eye. Schematics of retinal vessels and optic nerve head are overlaid; all maps are shown as right eyes for comparability.
F, fovea. Insets, upper right: show pseudocolor maps of ONL thickness in AMD patients sampled at high resolution across a 6 3 6 mm region
centered at the fovea. Insets, lower right: show RPE elevation along the vertical meridian crossing the fovea. Black lines indicate the cutoff (50% of
average height) used for outlining drusen boundaries.
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was addressed through multiple methods of measuring the
outer retinal thickness to confirm the results presented.

Relationship of In Vivo Imaging Results to
Histopathologic Studies in AMD
What do our OCT results of ONL and ISþOS reduction above
drusen mean? Histopathological studies of postmortem eye
donor tissue indicate varying degrees of photoreceptor cell
loss overlying drusen.15,45–47 Rod and cone IS and OS have
been shown to be distorted by the protruding drusen and OS
are shortened. As we found noninvasively, the abnormalities in
photoreceptor IS and OS in donor retinas have been reported
to be related to drusen size, both height and width.46 What is
not known is whether our findings at a single timepoint
showing reduced photoreceptor parameters are indeed the in
vivo correlates of the single timepoint histopathology that
shows similar results. There is a temptation to relate the two
data sets, but the literature on AMD pathogenesis and
progression suggests that the connection may not be so
simple. Regression of drusen is known to occur from en face
fundus studies (e.g., see Refs. 48–50) and has been documented by OCT.51 Although not specifically addressed or measured,
some published images of serial OCTs in AMD show that ONL,
which is reduced overlying drusen at one timepoint, may
increase to more normal-appearing thickness at a later time
(e.g., see Figs. 3 and 5 in Yehoshua et al.51). Obviously needed
are further longitudinal OCT data measuring photoreceptor
parameters as well as drusen parameters. There is no doubt
that photoreceptor degeneration occurs in AMD and that
drusen are harbingers of the disease, but the exact disease
sequence requires clarification so that clinical trial results are
not misinterpreted when a treatment is associated with OCT
change that may simply be part of the natural history.
How can a dynamic ONL reduction with reversal be
explained? Among the proposed pathogenic processes resulting from protruding drusen is physical displacement of ONL
and ISþOS.46 This is unlikely to be without later consequence
and may be one of many components of cumulative
photoreceptor stress. Other suspected mechanisms for photoreceptor degeneration beyond the compressing effects of
drusen include drusen-induced impairment of metabolic
exchange from RPE and choroid, and activation of the immune
system with negative sequelae.6,7,46,52

Regions Neighboring Drusen Can Have Increased
Thickness of the ONL
The ONL measurements in paradrusen locations indicated that
most fell within the normal limits of locus-specific older
control data. Other regions adjacent to large drusen had
significantly reduced ONL thickness. Why would there be
thinned ONL in areas with no overlying drusen? One
explanation is that a diffuse degenerative process ensues in
AMD and results in photoreceptor losses regardless of its
relationship to drusen. Histopathological studies (e.g., see Ref.
15) have shown that widespread photoreceptor loss can be
present in AMD. Alternatively, regressing drusen can lead to
degeneration of the RPE and photoreceptor layer and result in
geographic atrophy. Drusen have a dynamic nature and can
spontaneously shrink or regress at times.49,50 Focal patches of
atrophy left by the fading of most drusen, as well as generalized
drusen related atrophy, have been described.14
An unexpected finding was that there were regions of ONL
thickening neighboring large drusen. With topographic mapping in a subset of patients, the thickening was not limited to
paradrusen loci in the central macula, but could also be found
near the peripheral edges of the macula distant from drusen.
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The magnitude of thickening we measured in intermediate
AMD patients could extend 8 to 34 lm beyond the age- and
race-matched normal limits. Our results suggest that the
photoreceptor disease in AMD is more complex than a
localized loss of photoreceptors due to drusen. Several
hypotheses could explain the finding of thickened ONL. One
possibility is that chronic degenerative stress is causing
hypertrophy of Müller cell processes that extend through the
ONL and cause thickening, before overt atrophy ensues. A
basal level of photoreceptor stress may exist with normal
aging, which has been speculated to contribute to the
thickening of the foveal ONL observed with age.31,35,40–42 It
is of interest that in late stage AMD with geographic atrophy
and foveal sparing, there can be thickening of the residual
foveal ONL; this has been postulated to result from a
preapoptotic stage.53 In other retinal degenerative conditions,
such as retinitis pigmentosa (RP), one of the earliest disease
features that appear before degeneration is Müller cell
hypertrophy in stressed retina.25 Local injury, in the form of
cell loss, has been shown to provoke a Müller cell reaction as a
response to neuronal insult. Müller glial reaction after laser
photocoagulation in the mouse retina, for example, has been
demonstrated.54 Laser injury stimulated local Müller cell
activation and directed migration of nuclei into the ONL. This
type of Müller cell migration could potentially contribute to the
ONL thickening that we observed. Paradrusen regions with
photoreceptor layer thickening may be caused by degenerative
stress, which has been suggested to represent the earliest signs
of photoreceptor loss, and a phase that precedes degeneration.
Several studies have observed increases in photoreceptor
layers in retinal degenerative diseases.23,24,26 Retinas of carriers
of canine models of RPGR-XLRP have patchy degeneration
with an increased ONL thickness corresponding to areas of
diseased rods in early disease stages. In later stages, these
regions developed a generalized thinning of the ONL. Some of
the patients we studied with NPHP5- and NPHP6-LCA had
regions with increased ONL thickness.26 These regions were in
rod-dominant areas and were postulated to be early signs of
retinal stress.26
Alternatively, photoreceptor stress and cell loss can result in
increased levels of growth factors, leading to thickening of the
ONL surrounding the drusen. Growth factors are naturally
released upon photoreceptor injury such as mechanical, laser,
or light damage, and many studies have suggested that retinal
insult can result in a photoreceptor protective effect (e.g., see
Refs. 55–58). In one study, local photoreceptor rescue
extended to a 250-lm area surrounding needle injury in the
Royal College of Surgeons’ rat model of retinal degeneration,55
while another study used a light damage model of retinal
degeneration and showed local photoreceptor rescue after
needle insult with the effect extending from 100 to 800 lm.56
Human retinas showed localized neurotrophins in regions
adjacent to long-term (5–12 years) laser scars.58 In the current
study, the average distance between loci with thickened ONL
and the center of neighboring large drusen was 311 lm. This
distance would be consistent with the local range of growth
factor increases under different experimental paradigms
mentioned above, and would fit with a hypothesis of regional
growth factors responding to cell death above drusen.
Moreover, when considering the average width of the drusen
neighboring these thickened loci, the distance to the edge of
the drusen would be even less, and <200 lm, on average.
Finally, the wealth of new information about activation of the
immune system and the evidence for a role of inflammation in
early AMD prompts the question of how this may relate to our
finding of thickened ONL in the current study. The exact
sequence from activated inflammasome to the photoreceptor
layer effects we observed is not known but worth exploring in
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detail, especially if the photoreceptor effects are markers for
early disease in retina away from drusen.52,59 Our findings can
also yield insight into why studies measuring localized function
in retinal regions with drusen have not yielded results with a
clear consensus (e.g., see Refs. 60–63). Some studies found a
similar sensitivity loss in drusen versus nondrusen areas; others
found lower sensitivities in drusen versus nondrusen areas; and
others found decreased sensitivity in some drusen areas
(compared with nondrusen areas) but not in others. Our in
vivo anatomical findings of normal, decreased, and increased
photoreceptor layer thickness in areas next to drusen suggest
that the structure-function relationship could be more
complex than previously considered.
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